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Human genetic
diseases
Has your research just catapulted
you into the vast descriptive world of
human genetic diseases? If so, the
web offers guidance about research
and resources in the field.
For a rapid introduction, visit
OMIM, Online Mendelian
Inheritance in Man Database, which
catalogs human genes and genetic
disorders. The state-of-the-art site,
created by Victor McCusik and
colleagues at Johns Hopkins, was
developed for the web at NIH’s
National Center for Biotechnology
Information. Enter the common
name of a given gene into the
database and you will retrieve
regularly updated information about
its structure, chromosomal location
and protein products(s). You will also
get a concise essay about the function
of the protein(s) encoded by the gene
as well as information about known
functional mutations and their
associations with specific diseases. All
references link to Medline and the
disease notations to disease-specific
databases in OMIM’s Morbid Map. 
The US Center for Disease
Control recently launched HuGE Net
(Human Genetic Epidemiology Net).
HuGE Net provides a global web
forum for peer-reviewed information
exchange about the epidemiology of
human genetic diseases. In its
embryonic state, the site already
features several extensive reviews
that critically evaluate the published
literature on specific genetic diseases.
These run the gamut from single
gene disorders to maladies arising
from complex interactions among
multiple genes and other risk factors.
As the information under review may
form the basis of further research or
health policy decisions, the articles
conclude with opinions from the
authors about the merit of investing in
future studies. 
GeneClinics, published by the
University of Washington, Seattle,
offers peer-reviewed essays on more
than 65 different human genetic
diseases. Each essay covers diagnosis,
clinical description, molecular
genetics and genetic counseling. Text
and references link to NCBI genomic
databases (OMIM, LocusLink, and
the Human Gene Mutation Database)
and to Medline. The genetic testing
sections of the essays link to the site’s
companion GeneTests, a database of
clinical genetics laboratories and
genetic tests throughout the US. 
For up-to-the-minute news in
human genetic disease research, visit
the HUM-MOLGEN bulletin board.
The free listserver covers 10 different
categories, including news in human
genetics, calls for collaborations,
literature, diagnostics and bioethics. 
The Coriell Cell Repositories
(CCR), funded by the NIH, include
both cell cultures and DNA samples.
Search the databases of available cells
and DNA samples via the disease
diagnosis or gene of interest to
identify individual specimens or sets
from families afflicted by specific
diseases. The company sells these
materials to qualified researchers.
CCR also provides a complete set of
human–rodent hybrid cell lines, each
containing just one human
chromosome. The repository also has
lines from patients with chromosomal
aberrations such as translocations,
deletions or duplications. For
researchers who need preliminary
information about the frequency of a
given mutation, CCR offers a set of
450 human DNA samples
representing the diversity of the
human population. 
At the National Cancer Institute’s
site, CancerNET contains extensive
information on environmental risk
factors, genetics and prevention for
more than a dozen different cancers.
DCEG Linkage, the Institute’s
quarterly newsletter on genetics and
epidemiology, offers an introduction
to current research and future
initiatives in that area.
The NCI site also announces its
Cancer Family Registry Programs.
Current registries include families
with breast and ovarian cancer as
well as colorectal cancer. Qualified
researchers can obtain biological
material (for example, plasma,
lymphocytes and DNA) as well as
epidemiological, clinical, and
demographic data for studies on
genetics and environmental risk
factors for these cancers.
The internet now offers a vast
array of high-quality resources for
research into human genetic diseases.
The challenge becomes limiting your
computer time so that you can return
to the lab to collect your own data.
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